Permeability of Waterfronts—Contemporary Approach in Designing Urban Blue Spaces
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Abstract: The constant struggle with rising sea levels and flood hazards has resulted in the change of the paradigm in shaping urban waterfronts towards increasing their permeability and creation of urban blue spaces. The aim of the paper was to indicate a new approach in designing public spaces at the sea–land interface by presenting a comparative study of the design solutions used in case of the four selected case studies: the Sea Organs in Zadar (Croatia), Norwegian National Opera and Ballet in Oslo (Norway), the Coastal Public Sauna in Helsinki (Finland) and Tel Aviv’s Central Promenade (Israel). The studied examples take into account the permeability of waterfronts (understood as a feature of the edge between water–land consisting of being soft and permeable). The authors decided to use the case study method as the main approach, analyzing such elements as: the site’s location and urban context, features of urban and architectural design (with usage of graphic methods and a qualitative description), and the land–water edge type (defined according the existing typologies). The study proved, that in recent years the designers have started to replace the vertical quay walls, which create a “rigid” water–land border, with multi-level solutions having a high degree of permeability for water.
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1. Introduction

Waterfronts have always been the catchment area of human socio-cultural life in port cities and they were evolving towards increasing porosity of their edges [1,2]. Due to the constant urbanization pressure on the one hand and the process of port functions’ migration towards the sea on the other [3–7], waterfronts constantly evolve, being usually transformed into new, active centers of port cities [8–16]. In the literature [17] the strong social impacts of the process of urban waterfront regeneration were identified. Waterfronts regeneration creates new economic development opportunities and it gives a chance for linking the water to a city [18]. Therefore, waterfronts have become not only attractive in terms of real estate, but also as extremely important urban structures, setting new standards for city design and being a powerful tool for the spatial transformations of port cities (just to mention such waterfront revitalization projects as in Boston, Hamburg, Goteborg, Shanghai, Toronto). According to some authors [19] waterfront regeneration might be also used as tool supporting local decision making processes in the context of integrated coastal zone management (ICZM).

However, the functional transformation of the waterfront zone often requires its adaption to changes in water levels. This seems extremely important at the present time, especially considering that 2020 global mean sea level (GMSL) was the highest ever measured. Global mean sea level reconstructions based on observations show an increase of 21
cm from 1900 to 2020 at an average rate of 1.7 mm/year [20,21]. The growth rate of GMSL increased significantly to 3.3 mm/year in 1993–2018 and 3.7 mm/year in 2006–2018, i.e., more than twice as fast as in the 20th century [21,22]. Global climate models predict that the average global sea level rise in the 21st century (i.e., in 2100 compared to the 1995–2014 period) will be from 0.28–0.55 m to as much as 0.63–1.02 m for very unfavorable climatic conditions. [23]. With regard to the Baltic Sea, satellite measurements show that the absolute sea level in the Baltic Sea rises by an average of 3 to 5 mm per year, while in other parts of European seas and oceans, water levels rise by an average of 1 to 4 mm per year. However, in the case of the Mediterranean Sea, based on the minimum and maximum scenarios until 2040–2050, it was found that the total average sea level rise in the basin will be 9.8 and 25.6 cm.

The constant struggle with flood hazards has resulted in the need to create appropriate infrastructure protection at the land–water interface. A large proportion of coastal cities and regions is currently introducing plans and strategies for reshaping waterfronts in order to make them adapt to rising sea levels, sometimes as documents devoted solely to the issue of flooding protection (e.g., Boston [24]), and sometimes as a part of a wider climate change adaptation strategy of a city (e.g., Oslo [25], Helsinki [26], Tel Aviv [27]).

In the case of operating port quays, where it is necessary to maintain the cargo handling function, the ordinate of the quay walls is usually raised to a safe height that is not any longer a subject to flooding. In case of public spaces on waterfronts however, it is possible to change the paradigm of shaping waterfronts towards increasing their permeability, and using water as an active part of the urban blue public spaces [1,2,28–37]. Even the flood protection infrastructure might be planned as being multifunctional and integrated with the design of public space [33,34]. A reflection of these changes is even seen in semantics and the vocabulary of city strategies—the phrase “fight with water” is increasingly being replaced by the such phrases as: “working with water”, “living with water”, “place for the river” [35]. The wharfs, being so far a rigid border between water and the land area of public spaces, are therefore gradually transforming from simple vertical quay–wall structures into a complex, multi-level set of urban landscape elements. The transformed, interactive waterfronts usually create public spaces of a special importance for the mental map of the city [38,39] and they contribute to a gradual change in the manmade landscape we encounter in coastal cities [4,40–44]. An extended study of waterfronts’ regeneration examples with their typologies were provided recently by Sanches [44], Dal Cin et al. [35].

The aim of the paper was to indicate a new approach in redesigning waterfronts into public spaces at the sea–land interface by presenting a comparative study of the representative solutions used in the case of the four selected study cases: the Sea Organs in Zadar (Croatia), Norwegian National Opera and Ballet in Oslo (Norway), Coastal public sauna Löyly in Helsinki (Finland) and Tel Aviv’s Central Promenade Renewal (Israel). The studied examples originating from recent years (from 2005 to 2018) take into account the permeability of the waterfronts and the flow of people. The work examines the spatial features of the urban blue public spaces located on these redesigned waterfronts. The concept of urban blue public space is understood here as a commonly accessible area consisting of both water and land and including therefore at least one land–water edge [2].

2. Materials and Methods

The paper aimed to study the chosen study cases and to answer the following research questions: what architectural and urban solutions are used when redesigning already existing quay structures of public spaces in order to deal with the high flood risk? What are the methods of incorporating water into public spaces by reshaping their edges? By what architectural tools is the users’ access to water ensured and how is the movement of people led?

Various research methods were used in the article, including data and report analysis as well as a comparative analysis of architectural and urban projects, their synthesis and
description. The article is based primarily on secondary research of scientific and professional literature, which allowed for a comparative analysis of the spaces located on the waterfronts of European cities. The authors decided to use the case study method as the main approach to presenting the paradigm shift in shaping coastal public spaces.

The study case selection process consisted of the following stages:

- extensive analysis of studies of blue urban spaces transformations, realized on an architectural and urban scale in 2005–2021, in the context of their water–land relationships, on the basis of professional literature [44–49], scientific literature [1,15,35,50–54] and our own field research;
- a selection of cases representing a specific group of functional and spatial solutions, defined by Matos Silva [33] as: multifunctional defenses (Tel Aviv’s Central Promenade), breakwaters (Coastal public sauna in Helsinki), and embankments (Sea Organs Zadar). To this group of functional and spatial solutions, the “wharf” type has been added, which is exemplified in this work by the case of the National Opera and Ballet in Oslo.

The case studies are presented in chronological order and discussed in detail as follows:

- analysis of the location and urban context and collection of basic data on investments;
- analysis of the features of the urban and architectural design affecting the land–water relationship, presented in graphic form (plan and cross-section) and qualitative description;
- defining the type of land–water edge and the degree of its permeability using the existing typologies [2,35].

In relation to waterfronts the concept of “porosity” is defined as the discontinuity of boundaries of structures (e.g., walls, building frontages, rows of trees) surrounding and shaping the edges of urban blue public spaces [2]. While the “permeability” of the waterfront is understood as an ability of water to penetrate and flood the structure situated on the land–water edge, partially or fully, this results in the occurrence of a transition zone of a specific wide existing in between the two environments, instead of a sharp contact land–water edge. Therefore, as the second concept refers to the land–water edge, which is the focus of this research, in this work the term “permeability” is used.

According to Dal Cin et al. [35] after [55] there are four different strategies that might be undertaken while designing waterfront structures: adaption, reaction, reduction, prevention. Among the structures for which flooding is anticipated and an adaptive strategy is taken, these authors [35] distinguish: floating and wet-proof structures. The structures that prevent flooding for which a threshold strategy is proposed are: coastal defenses, flood walls and barriers.

This paper concentrates on transformations of the existing waterfronts with a high level of flood risk, which are a component of the seashore protection system, and in terms of the flood strategy presented by Dal Cin et al. [35] they represent the category of “threshold capacity”.

The first typology used for describing the water–land edges occurring in public spaces of waterfronts was the division proposed by Dal Cin et al. [35], which refers to the degree of proximity of the public space of the waterfront to water. Dal Cin et al. [35] distinguished three types of spatial relations:

- “near the water”, when the public space is situated along the shoreline;
- “in the water”, in case the public space is amphibious while being flooded;
- “on the water”, in a situation when the public space is floating.

The last two types are naturally adapting to the water level rise. The first type (“near the water”), most common on waterfronts, is being either not flooded at all or is being fully or partially submerged during the rise of water level. This paper investigated only
the “near water” solutions and examined to what extend the designers allow the public space to become flooded.

The typology of the land–water edge, taking into account the characteristics of its cross-section, is presented by Breś and Krośnicka [2]. These authors distinguish between “fixed” or “flexible” edges. The “fixed” edge does not provide direct access to the water for users and does not change its position as the water levels change. Among the fixed type of the water–land edge the authors enumerate “vertical” edges and edges located “over” the water. Both these types of edges are often used as port and urban quays, the elevation of which should be above the flooding level. The edges located above the water can be designed as a slab structure on piles or, less frequently, as a cantilever beam. The flexible edge changes its position with fluctuating water levels and usually gives users direct access to the water. Flexible edges can take various shapes, such as: “sloping” (gently sloping into the water), “slanted” (strongly sloping in relation to the water), “terraced” (stairs going down towards the water) or “floating” (moving along with the water surface). In the case of the second group of solutions (flexible edges), the land–water edge is not a single line, but forms a zone.

The cases of Zadar and Oslo describe the transformation of harbor quays, which before reconstruction represented the “fixed vertical” type of land–water edge. In turn, the cases of Helsinki and Tel Aviv describe respectively the reconstruction of the rubble mound breakwater and the sea shore, i.e., they represent the “flexible slanted” and “flexible sloping” type of land–water edges.

As the comparative study of porosity of waterfronts refers to a relatively small scale of interventions and concerns the scale of architecture and urban design, another approach proposed by [56] was taken to lead the comparative study in this paper. However, some of the indexes connected with the visual connectivity and architectural quality proposed by these authors [56] were also used in this work.

3. Results
3.1. Study Case Location and Context

The four chosen study cases (Sea Organs in Zadar, Norwegian National Opera and Ballet in Oslo, coastal public sauna in Helsinki, and Tel Aviv’s Central Promenade) are located in Europe and Israel (Figure 1). Two of them, located in the north, experience a temperate climate, and the other two are situated on the Mediterranean sea, having a subtropical climate.

![Figure 1](https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Europe_political_map.svg) (accessed on 29 July 2022)
Helsinki, located on the Baltic Sea (Bothnian Bay) struggles with icing in winter, and therefore the architectural solutions located there must take this fact into consideration. The public sauna in Helsinki is situated (Figure 2c) on the artificial shore (previously fulfilling the role of the port’s rubble mound breakwater). Located almost right in the city center, it is a social hub, using the old Finnish tradition of taking a sauna and then bathing in the cold water. The object was used by the city of Helsinki as one of the attractions during the revitalisation and redevelopment process of the former industrial area of Herne saari (Table 1).

![Figure 2. Case studies location on the seashore; (a) Sea Organs in Zadar (Croatia); (b) Norwegian Opera House in Oslo (Norway); (c) Coastal public sauna in Helsinki (Finland); (d) Central Promenade in Tel Aviv (Israel). Source: own.](image)

**Table 1.** Basic information about the studied projects elaborated on the basis of: [45–51,57].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Developers</th>
<th>Year of Beginning and Completion</th>
<th>Area [m²]</th>
<th>Cost [€]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opera house in Oslo (Norway)</td>
<td>SNØHETTA, collaborators: Kristian Blystad, Kalle Grude, Jorunn Sannes, Astrid Løvaas, Kirsten Wagle</td>
<td>STABSGYGG (Norwegian government’s building commissioner, property manager and developer); public order</td>
<td>2000–2008</td>
<td>38,500</td>
<td>500,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal public sauna in Helsinki (Finland)</td>
<td>Avanto Architects, Ville Hara and Anu Puustinen, Architects SAFA, Antti</td>
<td>Member of Parliament Antero Vartia and Jasper Pääkkönen,</td>
<td>2011–2016</td>
<td>1071</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Westerlund, Hiroko Mori, Laura Nenonen, Xiaowen Xu, Joanna Laajisto Creative Studio (interiors) Kidvekkeli Oy (funding from Helsinki city; public order)

Tel Aviv’s Central Promenade Renewal (Israel) Mayslits Kassif Architects, Ganit Mayslits Kassif, Udi Mayslits Kassif, Maor Roytman - 2006–2015 - -

The opera in Oslo is located on the North Sea, where the phenomenon of tides occurs. The tidal range, however, is not very significant there (about 40 cm). The Norwegian Opera House is located in the portside area of Bjørvika district, being a part of the Oslo old town (Figure 2b). Despite the unique context, the plot was cut of the city because of industrial constructions in the XX century. At the beginning of XXI century, the Norwegian Government decided to transform the area into an iconic neighborhood that will focus on culture and from the other side connect the city and fjords.

The Oslo study case was selected for consideration because the solutions used during its implementation in 2008 were considered ground-breaking at that time, and it changed the perception of the public waterside space. Similarly, as in case of Helsinki, the building of the opera in Oslo was used by the municipality as an architectural and cultural icon in the process of revitalisation of the post-port area of Bjørvika (Table 1).

The chronologically oldest project analysed in the paper is the Sea Organs in Zadar, completed in 2005 (Table 1). The town of Zadar is located in Croatia on the coast of the Adriatic Sea (Figure 2a). During the World War II it was heavily destroyed. The process of reconstruction of Zadar after the war was very chaotic. In result, the seafront of the north-western part of the peninsula, where the historical center is located, became a neglected area. Due to the growing tourist popularity of the town, in 2004 the Zadar Port Authority, with the support of the Municipal Government, decided to undertake the reconstruction of that segment of the seafront and equip it as an arrival passenger platform for the cruise ships. That investment, together with the experimental instrument called the Sea Organs, became the crucial point in Zadar’s port and town development. Its aim was to design an attractive, both for tourists and local citizens, blue public space, being a town icon.

The last of the analyzed study cases, the Central promenade in Tel Aviv, runs along the Mediterranean seashore (Figure 2d). Since its inception in the late 1930s, the central beach promenade played a key role in establishing the ever-changing connection between the city and its shore. All previous designed versions of the beach promenade were acting as a border that blocked the natural pedestrian flow between the city and its beach. The new project of the central waterfront, completed in 2015 (Table 1), is eliminating the border between the city and the sea and enables free pedestrian flow from the city to the sandy beach.

3.2. Qualitative Comparative Analysis of Study Cases
3.2.1. Sea Organs in Zadar (Croatia)

The new arrival passenger platform for the cruise ships equipped with the Sea Organs occupies the far north-western tip of the peninsula (Figure 2a). The continuation of the south-western end of the platform appears in a shape of stairs. The construction of the stairs contains pipes emitting sounds with flowing water and air, that together create the experimental musical instrument [58].

The Organ Stairs are made up of seven parallel flights, each running perpendicular to water. The longest flight, consisting of seven steps, gradually connects the platform with water, overcoming a height of over 2 m. Each next flight is one step shorter and ends one level higher above the sea level. Only the two first flights (the most northern ones)
have direct contact with water. Variation in the length of flights, and at the same time of a pipe located under each of a flight, allows one to create variety of sounds. This design approach not only made the Sea Organs an iconic element of the town, but it also mitigated the border between land and water.

The sea organ in Zadar allows different levels of interaction with the water (Figure 3). The first two flights of stairs have a direct connection to the water, which means that the user can have a direct physical contact with the water. The boundary between water and land at this place is changeable (flexible). Successive steps adjacent to the land–sea interface rise up from the water level to the public square level and no longer allow physical contact with the water. However, the terraced layout of the stairs allows access to the water at the lowest point of the Organ and at the same time constitutes a kind of amphitheater that allows passers-by to sit and contemplate the view of the sea. It can therefore be considered that the water–land edge in the case of Sea Organs is flexible and terraced.

![Figure 3. Sea Organs in Zadar—plan, section A-A, section B-B. Source: own.](image)

3.2.2. Opera House in Oslo (Norway)

The Opera house has become a part of the city’s revitalization strategy to redevelop the city’s industrial waterfront into an active public space, and thus the Opera House together with the adjacent waterfront public square became an attractive point for the city. Streets around the Opera House have been transformed into pedestrian plazas, which was possible due to redirecting traffic through a new tunnel, the Bjørnvika Tunnel completed in 2010, constructed beneath the fjord.
Accessible by means of a pedestrian walkway crossing the adjacent motorway, the roof of the new opera house consists of a series of gently sloping planes covered with white marble cladding [59] that emerge from the waters of the fjord to rise up and cover the concert hall. Due to such a solution, a variety of spaces was created that makes this space multifunctional and give visitors possibilities for experiencing the view of the city and water. The proximity of the water gives visitors also a possibility to interact with water by touching it and experiencing the feeling of being on a beach. A sloped pedestrian roof together with the front square is open all year and it gives the possibility to experience water in each season.

The opera house in Oslo and the adjacent public space are located on a platform that extends into the waters of the fjord and is situated at the base of the former port pier (Figure 4). The slab on which part of the building and the square are located is set on piles. The opera house is connected with the city by a system of pedestrian paths, one of which runs through the bridge connecting the platform with the vertical-walled quay of the former port.

Figure 4. Opera House in Oslo—plan and section A-A. Source: own.

A keystone of the project’s public spaces is the place where the slab is seamlessly merged with the ramps of opera’s roof. The gently descending roof structure serves as a
public space and a pedestrian path allowing access to the terraces located at the higher level. Both the terraces and ramps open up a view of the water, the port and the city. The contact zone between the opera’s surroundings and the water on the northern, southern and eastern sides (which play the role of the facility’s maintenance zone) have the character of a fixed edge (vertical quay wall). The representative west side, on the other hand, descends from the level of the main square at a gentle angle into the water and allows passers-by to interact with the rising and falling water, not only through eye contact, but also by touching the water physically. The shape of the public square in front of the opera house refers to the natural slope of the beach. The shape of the square and the direct contact with the water make this space be perceived as an urban park, despite the lack of greenery, what illustrates an approach used recently often in urban design: “blue is green”. The water–land relations of the Opera House in Oslo and the surrounding public spaces have therefore a complex character. Some of the water–land edges, mostly those being a heritage after the port functions, are fixed and vertical (walls of wharfs). The edges of newly introduced spaces are of a mixed type, containing both types: “fixed over water” and “flexible and sloping” (descending gently towards water).

3.2.3. Coastal Public Sauna in Helsinki (Finland)

The Coastal public sauna is located less than two kilometres away from the Helsinki city center, on the Hernesaari peninsula built up on top of land reclaimed from the sea. Hernesaari area has been a hub for the port activities and at the same time functioning as the breakwater protecting the West Harbour. Currently the plot is being redeveloped into a vibrant residential area with a large beach park. The project is an initiative of Helsinki city. A costal public sauna is located in site of Beach Park. The park will be a part of a broader “Helsinki park” connecting the area along the shoreline to the city centre. The building and surroundings of the public sauna in Helsinki are designed to use the entire network of visual connections to the water. The square by the waterside in front of the sauna is equipped with stairs and ladders, with the help of which users can enter the water and take a bath in the sea after using the sauna (Figure 5). So, although there is a possibility of direct contact with the water at this point, the users of the main part of the square are not able to physically touch the water. The large part of the square is situated above the water’s surface, so, the line of the quay’s crown, on which the main pedestrian path is located, is shifted back towards the land in relation to the shoreline. Such a solution is dictated, among other things, by the specific climatic conditions of the Bothnian Bay, including, in particular, the icing of the basin in Winter and the impact of ice on the structure of the facility’s foundations.

It can therefore be concluded that the water–land edge, while redesigning the space of Helsinki public sauna, was changed from “flexible slanted” into “fixed over water” type, being however equipped with a point access to water (the ladder), and offering a variety of views from inside and outside the building.
3.3. Tel Aviv’s Central Promenade Renewal (Israel)

By creating a continuous line of stairs for sitting and a system of ramps all along the waterfront, as well as redesigning the rooftops of the existing beach buildings and turning them into urban balconies, the physical and landscape border between the city and the sea was eliminated, and a unique urban character was given to Tel Aviv’s shoreline. New space between the beach and city, due to the diversity of the public spaces, turned out to be attractive for the new urban culture, where different groups of visitors have a place for meeting, so the promenade has become a common social platform. The Central Promenade Renewal is a deeply transformative project due to its central position in the structure of Tel Aviv and the radical changes it has made in the relation between the city’s built fabric and the sea.

The central promenade is a zone between the city and the beach. It runs at the level of the city highway, on the roofs of buildings serving the beach one storey below (Figure 6). Although the promenade itself does not have a direct connection to the sea, it is an
extension of the beach recreation area towards the city. It is also a transit area, allowing an access to the beach through a system of passages and stairs, and providing a landscape path, which allows visual contact with water from vantage points located at the boulevard level.

Figure 6. Central Promenade Renewal in Tel Aviv—plan and section A-A. Source: own.
The previously existing type of land–water edge of the Tel Aviv waterfront was of a “flexible sloping” type, but from the place where the construction of a retaining wall supporting the road infrastructure was being located, this changed its character into a “fixed vertical”. The new water–land edge is also determined by the shoreline, so its position varies according to the current sea level. It can therefore be classified as a “flexible sloping” edge, as it was before redesigning the waterfront. The “fixed vertical” (strong) edge is still present in this solution, however it was moved from the previous location (a retaining wall) towards the water, where it was hidden in the construction of the view points and coffeehouse, taking a shape of a dune.

4. Discussion

City waterfronts are a very important element of the urban structure. Along with the changes in their functions, they have evolved, usually towards activating them as public spaces. Until recently, when designing waterside areas in cities, solutions analogous to those previously associated with port or industrial functions, i.e., mainly vertical quay walls, were used. Public spaces designed in this way had “strong”, impermeable edges.

In the discussed study cases (Zadar, Oslo, Helsinki, Tel Aviv), the design of the water areas consisted of the integration of land and water spaces and the creation of the so-called urban blue spaces, where water was used as a material for building a public space. The edges of these spaces are “soft” (permeable -they change with the water level) and blur the boundary between water and land, allowing for human–water interactions. The permeability of the edges has been achieved for example by the use of multi-level structures. In the case of the Sea Organ in Zadar, it was a terraced stair structure, which allowed direct access to the water, at the same time creating the form of an urban amphitheatre from which you can observe the events taking place on the water.

A completely different type of solution is a platform placed on an elevated platform above the water level with a building landmark referring to the natural shape of the shore, using the roofs as public spaces with viewpoints (Oslo and Helsinki cases). Such a design may allow direct contact with water, such as the Norwegian Opera in Oslo, or may have no direct contact with water, such as the Helsinki Public Sauna. In both the discussed cases, although the architectural object is an icon for the surrounding urban structure, it is not perceived as an independent element, but it functions and is perceived as a coherent part of the shore landscape together with the surrounding public space and water. In shaping the waterside spaces, an approach that takes into account the principles of landscape architecture and integrating the object into the layout of the shore is extremely important, thanks to which we perceive both the object and the water–land contact zone as more natural, despite its high level of urbanization (the case of the Opera House in Zadar). It is however worth considering how much, thanks to using the multilevel solutions (stairs, terraces or floating objects), it would be possible to introduce greenery to the public spaces. This needs careful research on the selection of appropriate vegetation (in this case, probably halophilic) and the methods of its proper maintenance in public spaces.

The public spaces both in Helsinki and Oslo extend towards the water, extending outside the original shoreline, beyond the borders of the urban zone. Therefore, it is worth considering, how to incorporate the tools provided by Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) [60] and the maritime sea planning (MSP) [61] into the spatial planning process of waterside public spaces, to make the sea and land areas truly coherent and interactive.

The conducted analyses show that the human–water relationship may have: a direct character (the possibility of physically touching the water), indirect character (the possibility of being in the immediate vicinity of the water), and visual and landscape character (the possibility of observation the water from a distance).

The current design trend is therefore to use various and often mixed types of edges to eliminate the sharp water–land boundary and to differentiate the ways humans interact with water. What is interesting is that not all the “fixed” types of land–water edges are
impermeable to water. The Sea organs in Zadar allows for partial flooding of the construction (only the lowest steps). The Norwegian National Opera and Ballet in Oslo is also temporarily partially flooded at the lowest parts (the lowest part sloping towards water). Similarly, in case of Tel Aviv’s Central Promenade only the highest part of the structure is not planned for being flooded. Only the case of the Coastal public sauna Löyly in Helsinki do they not foresee flooding of the public space, but it allows for the direct entrance to the water.

In recent years, the paradigm of shaping waterside spaces in cities has changed. Designers resigned from the clear separation of the waterside areas with the vertical wall of the wharf and the creation of a “strong” water–land edge. Instead, they have begun to use multi-level solutions with a high degree of permeability in the water–land relationship. The approach based on the gradation of seaside areas levels made it possible to make the public space more attractive by enabling physical access to water and its interactive use, among others as a bathing beach (Helsinki) or an experimental musical instrument (Zadar). In the characterized projects, the buildings ceased to be ordinary cuboids and began to imitate the shape of the sea shore, so they not only fit better into the landscape, but also made their sloping walls and roofs available for moving on them, becoming important public spaces (Oslo, Helsinki). The interiors of the coastal buildings have begun to become extend functionally integrated with the beach area (Tel Aviv, Helsinki). The case of Tel Aviv also shows that the promenade and seaside buildings can become a place to hide inconvenient urban functions, such as city toilets, or serve as a barrier isolating the beach from the noise of a busy city road.

5. Conclusions

The need to reconstruct the seashore zone in order to adapt to the possibility of sea level rises is nowadays often used to improve the quality of public spaces. Forecasts suggest that water levels will continue to rise significantly beyond 2100. The worst-case scenario is that in 300 years the global water level will rise by an average of more than five meters. Projects for the transformation of water–land interfaces are evolving towards increasing public accessibility and multi-functionality (among others by introducing temporary uses) and the use of multi-level solutions (for example by using roofs and sloping walls of buildings, building the blue public space in a way their surface is gradually descending to the water level, or extends above the water level in the form of platform). This place-making approach has become a new tool for transforming marine port structures in public space of contemporary cities.

Current urban and architectural solutions for waterfronts, both in plans and cross-sections, are currently changing towards the spatial integration of water and land and are allowing us to perceive these two environments as a one coherent public space [30,32,57,62–64]. While redesigning the waterfronts, the borderline between land and water becomes more blurred and permeable [32,33], and this causes also a psycho-spatial effects [65]. This increasing permeability of the water–land edge has led to creation of the urban blue public space concept [2].

The paper shows therefore, that the 10 Principles for the Sustainable Development of Urban Waterfront Areas [66] after over 20 years of experience should have been currently revised and developed. Principle 2, ordering to treat waterfronts as a “part of existing urban fabric”, suggests only landscape and functional approach to water (“Water is a part of an urban landscape and should be utilized for specific functions such as waterborne transport, environment and culture”). The 10 principles should include also the protection from flooding and sea level rises, as well as should include the idea of designing waterfronts along with water as an urban blue space.
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